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Amazing Multiplication/Addition 

Numbers and Operations..Computation.   
         This is an amazingly versatile game that can be played in pairs or can 

be used as a whole group activity.  You can make this work at many 

academic levels.  This can be left in a station in the room for students to use 

when finished with other work, or it can be done as a whole class activity.  

The teacher can also play against the class using a document camera.   

Directions: 

Copy the chosen activity card on cardstock paper.  I put the 

simple board and the more difficult board back to back on 

cardstock paper to allow for differentiation in one class.  You 

can then have students play either side, depending on skill level.  

The object of this activity is to be the first player to get five in a 

row, either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. (You can adapt 

the winning requirement to be more than five or less than five in a 

row, depending on the time constraints in your classroom.)   

  Students use colored markers to cover their numbers.  First 

player takes two numbers listed at the bottom, does the 

multiplication or addition.  If both students agree that the answer is 

correct, player gets to cover that number.  Second player does the 

same thing, trying to get five in a row.  Students play until one gets 

five in a row.  If there is a dispute about an answer, students may 

use a calculator to solve the dispute.    Students need to realize that 

blocking opponent's rows is also extremely important.  Estimation 

and mental math will become very important, especially at the 

higher level of difficulty.  (More specific rules follow.) 

 

Skills:  Estimation, addition, multiplication 

Vocabulary:  estimate, multiply, add, computation,               

sum, product, factors, addends 



 

Solve the sums 
Sum board 

 

  9   13  15     6    4    16 
 
  7     20     11    23    12     8 
 
  5     17     14     18    19     1 
  
27     10     21      2    22    3 
 
25     24    16     19     5   26 

 

 

Addends to use 

  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14 

 

 



 
 

Solve the sums 
Sum Board 

 

 155  122 120  93  136  39    

 

116   68 184  78  149  83 

 

115 100 123 46  103  76 

 

161      101 143 76  129    144 

 

107 138 178 66    61  81 

 

  61   88 190     54         24  98 
 
 

Addends to use  
89    66    47    95   49    12    54    27    34 



 
 

Rules for game 

 Objective is to become the first player to get five in a 

row.  (Could be played as four in a row, if time is 
limited.) 

 Determine which player will be first. 

 First player chooses two numbers on the bottom of the 

board to add/multiply together.  The student MUST call 

out the two addends/factors chosen and cannot change 

those chosen numbers. The student uses paper and pencil 

to find the answer. If the student does the computation 

correctly, that student's colored marker is placed on the 

sum/product and that sum/product cannot be covered 

again in the game.  If the answer is incorrect the first 

time, student may not place marker on the board. 

 Next player chooses two numbers on the bottom of the 

board to add/multiply together. That player can choose 

one of the previously chosen numbers, but should use it 

with a different partner number to keep from getting 

the same sum/product as the previous opponent.   

 Players must agree that each answer is correct before 

placement of marker.  If there is a dispute, a calculator 

may be used.  This is the ONLY time a calculator may 

be used.   

 The player marking five in a row first is the winner.   

 



Find the Products 
Factor Board 

 

 
3,572    1,541     975      2,613     1,786     950     

 
 
       1,675   3,382    897     3,149     1,900     874 
 
 
       1,748   2,047    575     5,963    3,417    1,081 
 
 
       2,888  2,964  2,225    1,275     3,471     1,173 
 
 
       1,938    1,989   4,183   2,546  6,764   3,876 
 
 
       4,539   2,397   5,092   1,175    1,833    1,482 
 
Factors to use (Do not use double numbers, such as 

39x39) 

 
23    25    38    39    47    67    76    89 



Find the Products 
Factor Board 

 
70         64         54         42         10         35 
 
 
80         24         56         40         32         21 
 
 
60         36        50         27         20         15 
 
 
35         72         45         30         90         12 
 
 
49        63         48         25          16          81 
 
 
18         28         66        100        25         14 
 

Factors to use: ( May use doubles in this game, such 

as  8x8) 
 
  2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 



 
 
Thanks for purchasing this product.  Here 

is a link to our store: 
 

mailto:https://www.teacherspayteachers.

com/Store/Hill-Country-Creations 

Teri and David 
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